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ABSTRACT. Data security has gauged much attention for over a past few decades.
Cryptography is one of the most serious domains as far as security is concerned.
This article evaluates and compares among few of the well-known state of art
cryptographic algorithm like AES, DES and Serpent depending on nature of data by
different authors in different years. Benchmark techniques (True Positive rate, False
Positive rate, ROC curves etc) are used to analyze the sensitivity and specificity for
the respective algorithms. Paper is concluded with the best possible algorithm that
suits a respective dataset.
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1. Introduction. Cryptography is the practice and study of techniques for secure communication in the
presence of third party adversaries. Data which is to be secured is in the form of text, which is very easy for
any eve to intercept and understand. Data must be protected from both active and passive attacks. Protection
of data lies in the process of transforming it into a format which is un-understandable to the eve, and at
receivers end convert it into its original form which is meaningful and understand able to the recipient. The
technique to convert Plain Text (readable) into Cipher Text (meaningless) is called encryption. Whereas
converting cipher text back to plaintext is called decryption. The price of this whole process of encryption and
decryption is time complexity of algorithm, which is the one of the main concern. Time complexity is directly
proportional with the expression used; i.e. greater the degree of the function higher shall be its time
complexity. Time complexity also plays a vital role in security while wealth of algorithm used for encryption
depends on the key used, key space and processing/total number of rounds an algorithm performs.
The security depends on the size of the key space, secrecy of the key, complexity of the key, and
the algorithm used. The paper mainly focuses three algorithms used to serve the purpose. First algorithm
discussed in this paper is Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm. DES encrypts block size of 64-bits.
DES is developed by IBM by using cipher Lucifer. It is a symmetric cipher which consists of two main steps;
i.e. Substitution and Permutation. Obscuring the relationship between cipher text and key is the process of
substitution. Classification of P-boxes are typically done as straight, expansion, and compression, according
as the quantity of output bits is equal to, greater than, or less than the bits of input. Its key length is 56-bits
with 64-bits block of data. It is not considered much secure, while compared with other modern algorithms.
While in late 90’s the size of dataset grows in exponential manner which raise severe concerns on data
security provided by DES. More secure data encryption standard was need of time; many algorithms came
into competition of ruling DES algorithm. With the first successful break of DES in 1997, it was ruled over
with new more advanced encryption standard know as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). It was
developed by Vincent Rijmen and Joan Daemen that was further published by NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology) in 2001 and was considered standard from 2001 onward for secure
communication over network. It uses symmetric encryption and mainly carried in three steps; i.e. Key
Expansions, Initial Round and Final Round for the process of encryption. It contains variable key length of
128 bits,192 bits or 256 bits. Encryption of data is done on block of data of size of 128 bits in 10, 12, 14
rounds as relative to size of the key. AES encryption is flexible as well as fast in block ciphers. It can be
implemented on many applications. AES was used as a standard encryption algorithm till 2011 but increased
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requirement of security and complexity were not dully fulfilled by AES. So to meet the essential security gap
new and advanced version of cipher was introduced as Serpent. Till 2011, AES was considered to be standard
for securing data but with increasing power of computation and increasing amount of data, its secure
encryption remains no more secure and was finally break down in 2009 and predicted a practical approach to
a ―near real timeǁ recovery of secret keys of AES in 2010.
Serpent is used for many security approaches as compare to other AES techniques provided with
large margin of security. Author stated that 16 rounds serpent is more efficient in terms of all attack types. But
for future protection, author extended serpent to 32 rounds for better results. To avoid attack of collision,
algorithm of serpent modifies the key in well manner before the encryption of 264 blocks. Minimum potential
serpent is much secure as that of triple DES with three-keys. After evolution of Serpent, a 128-bit block
cipher supports key length of 128 bits, 192 bits and 256 bits. It was designed by Ross Anderson, Eli Bihan
and Lars Knudsen. This algorithm is same as of AES but widely accepted because of its higher security as
compare to others. Serpent uses optimized implementation that mainly consists of three rounds initial
permutation, final permutation, round function and linear transformation. It uses its function in such a way
that they generate a more rapid Avalanche effect. While evaluating serpent uses linear transformation in its
33rd round this is comparatively much time consuming from its initial 32 rounds.
2. Related work. In this section, different researched perspectives will be highlighted in field of
cryptographic algorithms. Different researchers presented their work in different ways. In [2] authors
presented various methods for the evaluation of different performance parameters of , DES, TDES, RC6, AES
and blowfish algorithms. The major parameter which was focused was of power consumption, time of
processing and throughput. They took experiments on different sizes of text files by using different protocols
and architectures. They concluded that blowfish shows better results in performance as compare to RC6. DES
shows high performance when compared to TDES and AES shows good performance as compare to RC2,
DES and TDES. RC2 ranked as lowest among all in all aspects. Similarly they also took audio files for
experiments. When image files were considered, RC6 and blowfish were considered as lowest in performance.
For poor signals, transmission time gets increased over open sheered authentication in ad hoc mode. Many
authors also present same results. When result is presented in base 64 encoding or hex base encoding then
there is no major difference that was found. Same goes for video files. Larger key size consumes high battery
as well as time consumption. Power consumption increases when throughput increases ([3]-[6]). In [7] author
compared algorithms of AES, SERPENT, MARS, Cast-5 and Camellia. Author compared algorithms on basis
of requirement of memory, time of execution and throughput. AES was considered as best among all in aspect
of memory requirement and throughput. Cast 5 and Camellia is an alternate for AES. Mars and serpent is poor
while considering memory requirement and throughput. Classification of symmetric encryption ciphers
consists of stream cipher and block cipher. There is no standard model for stream ciphers. Many researchers
work on designing the model for stream cipher. In [8] an idea related to block and stream ciphers is presented
by author. Author  compared both ciphers by using RC4 and Hill cipher and stream cipher was concluded as
best in terms of speed of encryption as well as speed of decryption. Block cipher uses bit padding which
increases its time and power consumption. In [9] Author compares different algorithms of stream cipher such
as Salsa 20, HC-128, VMPC, RC4, HC-256,Grain and block cipher such as IDEA , Blowfish, RC2, Serpent ,
Cast5 , RC6 on the basis of CPU time throughput so that better algorithm can be used for network security in
mobile devices. Conclusion shows stream ciphers are faster as compare to block ciphers. Performance was
measured on hardware platform by the author. Author in [10] presented different types of attacks on stream
ciphers as well as he discussed its structure. Classification of stream ciphers was discussed. A design using
different structural components was presented in the paper. Till 2001 the only generic standards for stream
ciphers were the block ciphers in different modes. Some application specific standards do exist. Generally, it
is thought by many people that specified model as well as using block ciphers in stream cipher mode is of no
use. But later study found that many stream ciphers can be designed which are faster in S/W and can be
implemented in smaller H/W w.r.t. block ciphers.
Moreover there security is better in some modes w.r.t their counterparts. Stream ciphers accomplish
the requirements of applications of multimedia having high throughput, low H/W complexity, and are
technology specific.
Here is a table that gives a descriptive view on all algorithms being discussed.
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Table 1. Algorithms Description
Algo Structure
Plain text/
Cipher text
Length
Key Size No. of Sboxes
No. of P
Boxes
DES FeistalStructure 64 56 8 16
AES FeistalStructure 128
128,
192, 256 0 10
Serpent FeistalStructure 128
128,
192, 256 8 32
3. Comparative Analysis. In 1960's, the first commercially presented Feistel Cipher was presented
by Feistel and Coppersmith of IBM known as Lucifer. After that in 1972, US National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) issued a proposal request. Lucifer was advanced, retitled the Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA) in
1974 than it approved as the standard by NBS in 1976 .DES is the first authorized U.S. government cipher
intended for commercial use.
Symmetric key algorithm DES is based on the major concept of Feistel Structure. 64 bit plain text
is used by the DES block cipher with 16 rounds and a 56-bit key length which was actually a 64 bits key, but
1 bit has been selected as a 'parity' bit in every byte. It is not used for the  mechanism of encryption. The 56
bit is permuted into 16 sub- keys each of 48- bit length. It also contains 8 S-boxes and same algorithm is used
in reversed for decryption. Data Encryption Standard (DES) is the name of the Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) 46-3. It is a 64 bit block cipher. It includes four modes of operation: Electronic
Codebook mode, Cipher Block Chaining mode, Cipher Feedback mode, and Output Feedback mode. All the
modes function on 64 bits of plaintext in order to generate 64-bit blocks of cipher text. DES uses the 56 bit
long key. It encrypts by series of substitution and transpositions (or permutations).
The data is divided into two sets of 32 bits on which permutation and substitution functions are
applied, which collectively form 64-bit block. It uses a secret key which is a combination of 8 parity bits. If
algorithm encounters the same block multiple times, before encryption, each block of unencrypted text is
XOR with the block of ciphertext immediately preceding it. The preceding block of ciphertext is encrypted
using the algorithm of DES. This block is then XOR with the next block of plaintext in order to achieve the
next block of cipher text. During the whole process it is highly likely to meet up with un wanted errors, so the
errors propagating in this mode corrupt the next transmitted block. The plaintext with the seed value is XOR
by DES, instead of XORing an encrypted version of the previous preceding block of ciphertext. It Uses two
32-bit L & R halves.As for any Feistel cipher can describe as:
Li = Ri–1
Ri = Li–1 xor F(Ri–1, Ki)
It Takes 32-bit R half and 48-bit sub-key and expands R to 48-bits using perm E (Transposition) adds to sub
key (Substitution) passes through 8 S-boxes to get 32-bit result. Finally permutes this using 32-bit
permutation P. Specific boxes are used in DES includes permutation, P box, and substitution, S box, choices.
These S and P boxes are crux of DES. The relationship between the plaintext and the cipher text made by
S-boxes and P-boxes is hard to understand.
Substitution is used to make the plain text and cipher text more complex, so that it will become
more difficult, if one tries to understand. It is main thing of DES. This step is actually non-linear Modulo2.
The step which is added is addition of binary form of data used in 'f' function. Another addition was the usage
of registers of 32-bits for the storage of data. Two shift registers were used in generation of key when data
was shifted during the process of generation. Matrix contains 48 hexadecimal numbers which are stored as
different set in box 'S'. DES contains total of eight S-boxes. Input is 6-bit which generates output of 4-bit from
each of the box. While considering 48-bit input stream with output of 32-bit, s-box will take input of first
6-bits and then next 6-bits will goes to second S-box and process will go on. Sub-key will be XOR with the
right expanded block at first and then the result of 48-bits will be moved to the substitution operation, S-boxes.
These S-boxes actually swaps bits in reversible manner around in 48-bits block. Every S-Box is defined in
different manner. Each input will produce output in hexadecimal number.
Another method is of permutation box (P-box). It is actually bit shuffling process to permute bits
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across the inputs of S-boxes while sustaining diffusion in the process of permutation. In the process of
permutation the size of input and output will remains same which will be used in DES’ Initial permutation.
Classification of P-boxes are typically done as compression, expansion, and straight, according as the
quantity of output bits is equal to, greater than, or less than the number of bits of input. Only straight
P-boxes are allowed for inverting its bit-shuffling which are used for the process of permutation of bits across
the inputs of S-boxes.
After the process of substitution and permutation confused 32 bits was achieved, which is further
XOR with left 32 bits of plain text, resulting is our complex encrypted text for right 32 bits. Remaining 32
bits of encrypted text is right 32 bit plain text. In this way full 64 bit encrypted text was achieved. This whole
process is reversible at every point. Since DES is symmetric cipher, Key used in this process is shared with
the receiver, because same key is used for decryption process. At receivers end decryption process takes place
by following the same process in reverse order to take out plain text.
The strength of security of DES rely on the key size of 56-bit which generates possible keys of 7.2x1016. This
makes very hard to generate a specific key in typical risk environments. Also, if key is continuously varied
then the rate of unauthorized acquisition will be greater. Additionally, DES exhibits a strong avalanche effect
i.e. minor changes in the plaintext or key, might change the cipher text noticeably. In early years, DES was
measured as secure and not easy to crack algorithm. When this algorithm was released in public area, the
major subject of discussion was Brute-force attack. DES was a major survival in many differential as well as
linear attacks and in 1998 Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) designed a special-purpose machine for
"decrypting DES". Also it generates an encrypted message with collaboration of computer users around the
globe in less than a day in one of the demonstration.
Sometimes, large corporations denied to use DES algorithm because of its insecure nature as well
as it is not easy to use. Hence, DES is more used for backward compatibility with low cost of upgrading.
In mid-90’s computation power was increased in exponential manner. With this growth a very high
probability was there that encrypted text was break by brute force attack. Finally in 1997 first public break
down of encrypted text was presented. After that serious security concerns was raised against the ruling cipher,
a new and improved cipher was need of time.
DES had several drawbacks. First, we cannot generate same cipher test again once we decrypt it
using DES decryption process. Secondly during the decryption sub-keys were used in reverse order. 16th
round with Sub-Key1 undoes 1st round encryption and 1st round with Sub-KeyK16 undoes 16th round
encryption. So if someone knew the keys then by simply reversing the order of the keys, one can generate
Plain Text from Cipher Text. And the last but not the least; DES had a key length of 56 bits. This key could be
broken by using a 256 bits brute force attack which could be easily done by Super Computers used at that
time. So, a stronger and more secure algorithm was required which could fulfil the needs of security and
could prove to be a secure cipher for all electronic applications for several years to come.
Keeping this thing in view, a call was made by NIST to all mathematicians of the world to present
their proposals for Advanced Encryption Standard in 1997. From these proposals 15 were selected as suitable
candidates for AES. Each algorithm was thoroughly checked on the basis of its security margin as well as its
cost and efficiency in hardware and software implementation. Keeping these factors in view NIST published
Rijndael as Advanced Encryption Standard in 2001. Feistal provided with a RC6 algorithm which is a
structured private key algorithm which uses plain text of 128-bits with 20 rounds as well as a variable keys of
length 128,192 and 256-bits. This algorithm can achieve large range of sizes of key, lengths of word and
larger rounds number. RC6 does not includes S-boxes and is used in process of decryption. AES was designed
by Rijmen-Daemen in Belgium. AES is a block cipher that has 128, 192 and 256 bit keys that operate on 128
bit block of data.
For encryption AES converts the 128 bits into a square matrix of 4 columns each of 4 bytes. This
matrix is then XOR with a similar matrix of 128 bit key. This result of initial permutation then undergoes
9/11/13 rounds of encryption for 128/192/256 bit keys each performing the following operations: byte
substitution, shift rows, mix columns, add round key as shown in Figure 4. Security of RC6 lies in totally
random output bits series with ten or less rounds which are running on 128-bits blocks of input. This
parameter makes this algorithm more resistant to the security attacks. This algorithm also shows strong
protection against more than even twelve rounds.
Byte Substitution operates on the basis of a lookup table. The first digit of the text shows the number of rows
while the second digit shows the number of columns on the table. The Shift Rows works on the principle that
the 1st row remains unchanged. The 2nd row is circular shifted to the left 1 byte. The 3rd and 4 th row is
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circular shifted to the left 2 and 3 bytes respectively. Further, columns are mixed by the operation ―Mix
Columns‖. It works by multiplying each column of the state matrix by a particular matrix. Finally, ―Add
Round Key‖ step is performed in which each byte of the state matrix is XOR with a key matrix of 16 bytes.
The result is then stored in corresponding byte. All these four functions are performed in all 9 rounds of the
AES encryption. While in the last round, Round 10 the MIX Columns Operation is skipped to produce the
resultant matrix.
The AES decryption process works in entirely opposite fashion to its encryption process. During
decryption we perform add round key, inverse mix columns, inverse shift rows and inverse sub bytes in each
round. This process is repeated for all the 9 rounds to generate resultant matrix. We have seen several attacks
against this architecture of AES. Eli Biham and Nathan Kellery have presented an improved attack against
Rijndael which is alternative of the well-known Square Attack. Eli Biham and Nathan Kellery have shown
that against the reduced variants of Rajendael i.e. with 4, 5 and 6 rounds; this attack has reduced the
complexity by a factor of 2.
It has also been shown that if only the key schedule of Rijndael is reversed i.e. the order of the
Round Keys , then we can reduce the complexity of the best known attack can be further reduced by a factor
of 28. Keeping these points in view a more secure algorithm is needed to serve as a new Standard for
Electronic encryption.
Serpent algorithm is a symmetric key algorithm which is based on structure of substitution-permutation
network. Serpent contains plain text of 128-bits with 32 rounds and key of variable length of 128 bits, 192 bits
and 256 bits. Same algorithm is used for the reverse process of decryption and it also contains eight S-boxes.
4. Proposed Methodology. Serpent is a SPN (Substitution permutation Network) having 32 rounds, an initial
and a final permutation and a round function. The round function handles key and a linear transformation but
not in last round only, wherein the linear transformation is replaced by another key-mixing XOR. Serpent
aims to take care of several functions by table lookups, like initial permutations round function and final
permutations (transformations). These procedures are very clear, tranquil and easy to apprehend and device.
The architecture initiates by lining the user- provided key up to a fixed length 256 bits and sending it into the
cipher algorithm via the setKey() function specified by the Block Cipher interface. The program then passes
the plaintext to be encrypted into encrypt () process. This process adapts the user key into round keys and
does the initial permutation through table lookup; it takes 32 rounds of the process and further completes the
final permutation by a second table lookup. At the end, substitution-linear transformation is performed.
SERPENT algorithm was first implemented by Tom Moore. He took care of the backbone of
implementation of serpent algorithm. After that, Tom and Kenneth refined the code and presented it to the
desired output. Kenneth improves the running time of this algorithm by refactoring of the code while Tom
presented the schedule of key. Screenshots were taken by the Kenneth that how the code was updated and also
he added basic description to each screenshot. Authors overcome many hurdles while implementing serpent
algorithm, Major was the understanding of specifications of the algorithm. Authors studied algorithm
considering different modes of operations. They swapped many cipher with different modes which resulted in
incorrect outputs. Hence the main obstacle was to shift the correct bit into correct position to generate correct
output. Data should not be overflowing as well as no information will be lost. These were main challenges
faced by the authors while designing serpent algorithm.
Additional work on implementation of Serpent may include changing to the bit slice
implementation of the Serpent algorithm. This would allow authors to significantly improve the running time
of the cipher. Support for 128- and 192-bit keys as per the Serpent specification can also be added in future.
In our proposed methodology, Serpent encryption process is combined with the same steps to
provide time complexity for handling a plain text. The future work aims to increase the power of algorithm by
wiping down linear transformation. Using this technique method, serpent is considered to be the best safe
algorithm of the Advanced Encryption Standard algorithms, is first applied by the message sender for
encryption and then its resulting cipher text is subjected to distributed steganography. On the receiving side,
the distributed steganography files are recombined by reversing the distributed steganography and the
resulting cipher text is then decrypted by reversing the serpent algorithm. Figure 1 depicts the design of the
proposed approach.
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Figure 1:- Proposed methodology
After comparison of all popular symmetric algorithms, study concluded SERPENT as most secure
among all as well it is faster with no major drawbacks. There are few weaknesses such as weak keys,
flexibility, reliability and authentication. In DES, encryption is same as decryption by using four keys but
SERPENT used more keys. Hence, if weak key is applied twice on plain text, it can easily be recovered. DES
is slow in software implementation but best for hardware implementation. AES is more secure and can be
used for double or triple encryption but it is also slow in software implementation like DES. SERPENT shows
no serious flaw but its time complexity can be increased in future by removing linear transformation from this
algorithm. It already includes confusion and diffusion. On top of that SERPENT also has strict avalanche
effect.
Conclusion. A detailed comparison of encryption algorithms was done in this paper by considering different
parameters. The main purpose was to conclude this paper with best algorithm in terms of authentication,
reliability, security, robustness; scalability as well major flaws are highlighted. SERPENT among all
algorithms was observed as best in terms of above all mentioned parameters. Other algorithms were good too
but most of them have a substitution among usage of memory and performance of encryption. ROC Curve
for SERPENT is given below.
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